17th September 2021

Please remember we must follow government guidelines regarding if you or a
member of your family has COVID-19 symptoms. There is now guidance on the
school phone and please check on the government website on:
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus

It has been lovely to see all of the exciting things that the
children have been learning this week.
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Fir Class Fir Class are carrying out a scientific enquiry
to find out which liquid causes the most tooth decay.

The Reception children have been reading the story
‘Funnybones’ and learning all about the bones in the body. In
Maths, the Year 1 children have been working as a team to
create number lines and have been decorating windmills as
part of their Design and Technology lessons. The Year 2
children have been creating ‘Journey Sticks’ and one child
was so proud of his stick that he asked me to come and look
at it. He was particularly keen to show me the leaf that he
had added.
On Monday, Señora Cliff visited the Year 3 children to teach
them Spanish and I can’t wait to see the progress that they
will have made by half term with these weekly lessons. The
Fig versus Fir, TT Rockstar battle started on Monday and it
has been a very close competition all week to see who would
win.
My favourite photo on Class Dojo has to be Year 6’s Science
lesson where they have been making blood and then eating
it!
I hope that you all have a great weekend and I am looking
forward to finding out all of the exciting things that the
children will be learning next week.

We are using
eggs shells
because they
are made
from similar
chemicals to
those that
form tooth
enamel.

Emma Wilson

In Year Two we created Journey Sticks in Art. We shared our journeys of
collecting the sticks with each other, and then we decorated our sticks with felt
strips, pipe cleaners, string, ribbon, beads and other materials. They looked beautiful!

Cedar and Chestnut Classes
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Willow Class This week in Willow Class we have been
reading the book ‘Funnybones’ and learning all about our
skeleton. The children loved the story and song and were
able to recall the story when asked about it. They have
enjoyed PE and
Music lessons
and are also
enjoying the
sunshine in our
garden. They are
doing really well
with their first
full week at
school and we
are very proud of
how they have
all settled into
Poverest School.
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Elm Class

This week in Elm Class we have been
understanding place value with 6 digit numbers. We
have been adding and subtracting 1, 10, 100, 1,000,
10,000 and 100,000, rounding numbers and placing
them on a number line.
In English we have been learning the features of an
informal letter and have begun to construct letters.

We have continued with our Geography map skills, and
had fun with the compasses on the playground, understanding how to use them. Back in the classroom we
completed our own map. We used grid references,
compass directions and symbols to locate places on the
map.

Holly Class

In our Science lessons, Holly Class
have been learning all about the
different types of weather in each season. Although we
have not had 'typical' summer sunshine this week, we
have been observing the weather and types of clouds
every day. We had lots of fun using soft pastels to create
a beautiful picture to represent each season!

Walnut Class This week we have been learning to
count, recognise and order numbers. The children
have used number cards to order and cubes to count
out the amounts. Our story this week was
‘Funnybones’ and we enjoyed listening to and retelling
the story.
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Ash and Maple Classes Ash and Maple classes
have been really enjoying their music lessons with Mrs
Mills. They are becoming Boomwacker experts and they
also started to make up their own lyrics to the ‘Do You
Like Spaghetti Yogurt?’ song.
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Hazel Class

This week in Science we have been
learning about the seasons and talked about why
they are different. In Design and Technology we
designed a windmill which we will be constructing
next week. In English we thought about all the
different adjectives to describe being scared and we
came up with petrified, terrified and frightened. The
picture this week is of us making cloud pictures!

Jasper’s Jokes

Why did the monster eat the torch?
Because he wanted a light snack
Beech Class
Beech Class have been extremely busy
this week getting stuck in to all their learning. They have
all settled in very well and are showing the teachers in
the room all their amazing work!
Our first Spanish lesson with Señora
Birch Class
Cliff was great fun!
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Oak and Olive Classes In Science Year 6 have been
learning about the different parts of the blood using
sweets!

Fig Class
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Elder Class In English we have explored the features
of an informal letter and have used these to help us
plan and begin to draft our letters of kindness. In Maths
we have continued with our topic of Place Value by
taking a closer look at comparing, adding and
subtracting and rounding six digit numbers. During
Topic we further developed our Geography skills by
using compasses and practised this skill with our
Treasure Maps. This half term we are looking at
Architecture in Art and have begun this topic with a
wonderful session on observational drawing of houses,
please see photos of our amazing sketches. In Science
we continue our Forces topic and this week have been
investigating friction and the effect that different
surfaces have.

In Science, Fig have made their own teeth in play dough to help with learning the names and functions
of our teeth. In History, we created timelines to think about where the Anglo-Saxons are in British History.
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